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Abstract. In this paper, we review recent advances in eﬃcient algorithms for semi-structured data mining, that is, discovery of rules and
patterns from structured data such as sets, sequences, trees, and graphs.
After introducing basic deﬁnitions and problems, We present eﬃcent algorithms for frequent and maximal pattern mining for classes of sets,
sequences, and trees. In particular, we explain general techniques, called
the rightmost expansion and PPC-extension, which are powerful tools
for designing eﬃcient algorithms. We also give examples of applications
of semi-structured data mining to real world data.

1

Introduction

Data mining. By rapid progress of high-speed networks and large-scale storage
technologies in 1990s, a huge amount of electronic data has been available on
computers and databases distributed over the Internet. Knowledge Discovery
in Databases or Data Mining [2] is a formal study on eﬃcient methods for
discovering interesting rules or patterns in these massive electronic data. The
study of data mining started since the early 1990s, quickly expanded in thoery
and practice in the late 1990s, and became one of the major branches of computer
science and data engineering. Although data mining has its roots in machine
learning, statistics, the current data mining technologies focus on eﬃciency and
scalability of mining algorithms as well as identiﬁcaition of unknown rules and
patterns.
Semi-structured data. Massive electronic data of new types, called semistructured data, have been emerged in the late 1990s [1]. The largest example of
semi-structured data is the World Wide Web (WWW), which is the collection
of Web pages and XML documents on the Internet, which is sometimes reﬀered
to as the largest collection of knowledge that the human being ever had. Hence,
there exist demands for eﬃcient algorithms to extract useful knowledge from
these semi-structured data.
Traditionally, data mining mainly deals with well-structured data, e.g., transaction databases or relational databases, which have table-like structures. On the
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Fig. 1. A data tree D and a pattern tree T on
the set L = {A, B} of labels

Fig. 2. A search graph for (unlabeled)
ordered trees

other hand, these semi-structured data are (i) huge, (ii) heterogeneous collections
of (iii) weakly-structured data that do not have rigid structures. Thus, we cannot directly apply these traditional data mining technologies to semi-structured
data. For this reason, semi-structured data mining has been extensively studied
since 2000.
In this paper, we present eﬃcient semistuructured data mining algorithms
for discovering rules and patterns from structured data such as sequence, trees,
and graphs. Especially, we describe basic techniques, called rightmost expansion
and PPC-extension, for designing eﬃcient algorithms for frequent and maximal
pattern discovery from such semi-structured data.

2
2.1

Eﬃcient Frequent Pattern Mining Algorithms
Frequent Ordered Tree Mining

Tree mining is to ﬁnd all subtrees appearing more than a speciﬁed number
of times in a given tree-structured data. We presented an eﬃcient algorithm
Freqt [3] that ﬁnds all frequent ordered tree paterns in a given tree database.
The key is eﬃcient enumeration of labeled ordered trees [3, 25].
In tree mining, data and patterns are modeled by labeled ordered trees as
shown in Fig. 1. An ordered tree over a label alphabet Σ = {A, B, . . .} is a
rooted tree T where each node x is labeled with a symbol labT (x) from Σ, and
the order of siblings matters. We denote by VT and rootT the node set and the
root of T , respectively. We denote by OT and UT the classes of labeled ordered
trees and unordered trees. For ordered trees P and T , we say P matches Q
(P ⊑ Q) if there exists a matching function ϕ : VP → VT from P to T that
satisﬁes the following conditions (i) – (iv): (i) ϕ is one-to-one; (ii) ϕ preserves
the parent-child relation; (iii) ϕ preserves the sibling relation; (iv) ϕ preserves
the node label. Intuitively, P matches T if P is a substructure of T . Then, the
node y = ϕ(rootP ) is called an occurrence of P in T . We denote by Φ(P, T ) the
set of all matching functions from P to T .
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Problem. (frequent tree mining) Given an input collection T = {T1 , . . . , Tm } ⊆
OT of ordered trees and a nonnegative integers 0 ≤ σ ≤ |T | called a minimum
frequency threshold , ﬁnd all frequent ordered trees P ∈ OT appearing in T with
frequency f req(P, T ) = |{ ϕ(rootP ) : ϕ ∈ Φ(P, T ) }| ≥ σ.
A basic idea of the algorithm is to build a spanning tree on the search space
of frequent ordered tree patterns, called an enumeration tree E (Fig. 2). By
using E, we can systematically enumerate all the distinct ordered tree patterns
without duplicates by starting from the empty tree ⊥ of size 0 and by expanding
(or growing) an already generated tree of size k − 1 (a parent tree) by attaching
a new node to yield a larger tree of size k (a child tree) for every k ≥ 1.
However, a straightforward implementation of this idea leads exponential
number of the duplication for one tree. To avoid duplicates, we developed a
technique called the rightmost expansion ([3, 25]), where attachment of a new
node is restricted to only the rightward positions on the rightmost branch of the
parent tree. We extended Freqt for frequent unordered tree mining by canonical
tree technique [4].
2.2

Frequent Sequence Episode Mining

It is one of the important tasks in data mining to discover frequent patterns
from time-related data. Mannila et al. [21] introduced the episode mining to
discover frequent episodes in an event sequence. An episode is an acyclic labeled
digraphs (DAGs) as shown in Fig. 3, where labels correspond to events and arcs
represent a temporal precedent-subsequent relation in an event sequence. Classes
of episodes are rich representation of temporal relationship in time-series data.
Furthermore, we can use additional constraints formulated by a sliding window
of a ﬁxed time width.
Mannila et al. [21] presented eﬃcient algorithms for mining classes of parallel
and serial episodes, which are sets and linear chains of events, respectively. They
also considered a mining of general episodes that have DAG structures. Unfortunately, its complexity is rather high due to the inherent computational hardness
of subgraph matching. To overcome this diﬃculty, we presented eﬃcent episode
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mining algorithms for subclasses of episodes such as sectoria, diamond , elliptic,
and bipartite episodes [19, 18]. (Fig. 3). All of these algorithms have polynomial delay and space complexities, and thus they ﬁnd all frequent episodes in
polynomial time per episode with small memory footprint.

3

Eﬃcient Maximal Pattern Mining Algorithms

Maximal Pattern Discovery. Maximal pattern discovery (or closed pattern
discovery) is one of the most important topics in recent studies of data mining. Assuming a class of patterns and associated partial ordering over patterns
indicating a generalization or subsumption order, a maximal pattern is such a
pattern that is maximal with respect to the subsumption ordering (or the generalization relation) among an equivalence class of patterns having the same set
of occurrences in a database.
For some known classes of patterns, such as itemsets and sequence motifs [2],
maximal patterns enjoy a nice property that maximal patterns are uniquely determined in each equivalence class of patterns w.r.t. a given database. Also, it
is known that the number of frequent maximal patterns is much smaller than
that of frequent patterns on most realworld datasets, while the frequent maximal
patterns still contain the complete information of the frequency of all frequent
patterns. Thus, the complete set of maximal patterns give a compact representation for all frequent patterns. Maximal pattern discovery is useful to increase
the performance and the comprehensivity of data mining.
Depth-first Maximal Pattern Discovery algorithms. For maximal
pattern discovery, we have developed the following eﬃcient algorithms for ﬁnding
all maximal patterns from a given collection of data.
–
–
–
–

LCM (Linear-time Closed Itemset Miner ) for maximal sets [24]. (Fig. 4)
MaxMotif (Maximal Motif Miner ) for mining maximal sequences [5].
CloAtt (Closed Atribute Tree Miner ) for mining maximal trees [6].
MaxGeo (Maximal Geometric Subgraph Miner ) for mining maximal geometric graphs [9].
– MaxPicture for mining maximal 2-dimensional subpictures [7].
All algorithms adopt depth-ﬁrst search strategy unlike the previous maximal
pattern algorithms, and are light-weight high-speed mining algorithms that operate in polynomial time per pattern and in polynomial space with respect to
the input size only and in dependent of the number of output maximal patterns.
For the purpose, we developed as a basic technique for maximal pattern discovery, the PPC-extension (preﬁx-preserving extension) technique. Fig 4 shows the
search structure of PPC-extension in LCM algorithm. For details, see [24].
Recently, we succeeded to give a uniform algorithmic framework [11] for
constructing polynomial delay polynomial space algorithms for maximal pattern mining by generalizing the above results including mining closed sequences,
graphs, and pictures.
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Conlusion

In this talk, we reviewed eﬃcient mining algorithms for large semi-structured
data. Finally, we mention applications of semi-structured data mining. Frequent
tree miners and optimized tree miners, such as Freqt and Optt are used to
apply standard statistical machine learning techniques, such as support vector
machines (SVM) and statistical modeling to tree and graph structured data [23,
22]. They are also used for the tree/graph boosting by extending Boosting algorithms, such as AdaBoost [15], to tree data. We also applied a set of sequential
episode mining algorithms to bio-medical data mining, e.g. [19, 20], to extract a
collection of episodes representing interaction patterns among a set of antibiotics
and bacteria, such as replacements of bacteria, in bacterial culture data obtained
in the real clinical record data. Further applications will be an interesting future
problem.
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